
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Feiertage im Juni 

HISTORISCHE FEIERTAGE IM JUNI 

President Kennedy Speech in Berlin 
(der 23. Juni 1963) 

"lch bin ein Berliner:" 
50th Anniversary of Kennedy's Speech in Berlin 

All free men, wherever they may live, are citizens of Berlin, and, therefore, as a free man, I take pride in 
the words "lch bin ein Berliner." US President John F. Kennedy on June 26, 1963, Berlin 

"lch bin ein Berliner" 

Kennedy's speech in front of the Schoneberger Rathaus was just one of several addresses he delivered 

while in Berlin for less than a day. 

Fifty years ago this week, US President John F. Kennedy made his only visit to Germany as president. 

The visit was a return invitation of sorts, as German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer had traveled to 
Washington to meet with Kennedy in April 1961 when Kennedy was still new in office. In Germany now 
in the first days of summer in 1963 what began as a rather traditional state visit would end as a seminal 
moment in German-US relations. 

Arriving in Koln/Bonn on June 23, 1963, the 46-year-old US president was greeted by the 87-year-old 

Chancellor, who then traveled with Kennedy to Adenauer's hometown of Cologne and then on to Bonn, 
the West German capital, where they met bilaterally the next day. On the 25th it was on to visit the US 
military base in Hanau and then to Frankfurt. At each stop on the itinerary, Kennedy was greeted by 
enthusiastic crowds of thousands and tens of thousands. And at each stop, his remarks, at the city halls 

in Cologne and Bonn and in Frankfurt's historic St. Paul's Church, underscored America's commitment 

to Germany, to liberty and to the transatlantic partnership. 

• The visit of President Kennedy to a divided Berlin was the first in a line of highly symbolic visits 
by US presidents to this historic city. Most recently, President Barack Obama spoke at the 
Brandenburg Gate. Just one week before this Kennedy anniversary, Obama paid tribute to 
Kennedy's stirring words and took the theme of "peace with justice" as a basis for his·own 
speech. 

If the German crowds greeting Kennedy in West Germany were enthusiastic, the hundreds of thousands 

of people who came out to see him on June 26 in Berlin were positively ecstatic. The President's visit to 
the city came nearly two years after East German leader Walter Ulbricht, with the permission of Soviet 
Premiere Nikita Khrushchev and the backing of Soviet troops, ordered the construction of the Berlin 
Wall, to seal with brick and mortar the inner-German border and the division between the Communist 
East and the free West. It was the first visit by a US president to the city since Harry S. Truman was 


